BABY’S

Mom’s smile or Dad’s nose? Guess who the parents-to-be hope baby’s traits will come from.

MOM  |  DAD
---|---
eyes  |  
nose  |  
hair  |  
smile |  
laugh |  
style |  
humor |  
smarts |  
memory |  
imagination |  
dance moves |  

YOUR NAME

GUESS BABY’S

BIRTH STATS

gender ______________________
date of birth ________________
time of birth ________________
baby’s weight ________________
baby’s length ________________
baby’s hair color ________________
baby’s eye color ________________

YOUR NAME

BABY BABBLE

The first person to unscramble the jumbled baby items in the allotted time wins.

1. LOETBT  _ _ _ _ L _
2. RECAGIAR  _ _ _ _ _ G _
3. IRBC  _ _ I _
4. LNEABKT  _ _ N _ _
5. ETARLT  _ _ T _ _
6. ESBIOTO  _ O _ _ E _
7. NYRRSUE  _ _ S _ _
8. RDEIPA  _ _ A _ _
9. ICFIPEAR  _ _ _ _ I _ _
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